Abstract. In this paper we establish a class of Hardy-Sobolev type inequalities related to generalized Baouendi-Grushin operators. Our results contain the well-known Hardy type inequality and Sobolev type inequality for the class of operators. Furthermore, some new inequalities are obtained.
INTRODUCTION
In [6] , a Hardy type inequality for the generalized Baouendi-Grushin vector fields
where x D .x 1 ; x 2 ; : : : ; x n / 2 R n , y D .y 1 ; y 2 : : : ; y m / 2 R m ,˛> 0, is given by
for u 2 L 2 R nCm ; 2˛d xdy and jr L uj 2 L 2 .R nCm /, with r L D .Z 1 ; : : : ; Z n , Z nC1 : : :, Z nCm /. Using (1.1), a unique continuation for the generalized BaouendiGrushin operator
was proved. The proof of (1.1) used representation formulae of functions by the fundamental solution of L˛at the origin.
The general version of (1.1) was established with a different approach in [10] . For any open subset˝ R nCm , D'Ambrosio obtained also the following Hardy type inequalities in [3] :
Let p > 1; n; m 1; andˇ; 2 R such that n C .1 C˛/ m > ˇ p and n > p ˇ. is sharp. Recently, a Sobolev type inequality for the vector fields Z 1 ; : : : ; Z nCm (see [7] ) states ÂZ R nCm
where S is a positive constant, 2 D 2Q Q 2 ; Q D n C .˛C 1/ m is the homogeneous dimension with respect to the dilations
which is induced by L˛. Inequality (1.3) contains the result for˛D 1 in [2] . We define the following distance from the origin on R nCm
It is easy to check that
.jxj˛x 1 ; jxj˛x 2 ; : : : ; jxj˛x n ;
.˛C 1/ y 1 ; .˛C 1/ y 2 ; : : : ; .˛C 1/ y m /;
Let C k 0 .˝/ be the set of functions with compact in C k .˝/ and 1 < p < 1. We denote by D 1;p .˝/ the closure of
In this paper we will establish a class of Hardy-Sobolev type inequalities related to generalized Baouendi-Grushin operators. Our results contain the well-known Hardy type inequality and Sobolev type inequality for the class of operators. This paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we prove a Hardy-Sobolev type inequality for L˛. This generalizes the inequalities in the Euclidean space in [1] . In Section 3, we give some new Hardy type inequalities on bounded domains. Our results include those of [3] .
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HARDY-SOBOLEV INEQUALITIES
In this section, set .x; y/ D .x 0 ; y 0 ; x 00 ; y 00 / D .´1;´2/ 2 R nCm with´1 D .x 0 ; y 0 / 2 R kCl´2 D .x 00 ; y 00 / 2 R n kC.m l/ , 1 Ä k Ä n; 1 Ä l Ä m, and
We denote by B We note that the polar coordinate transformation defined in [5, 8] implies
where Theorem 1 (Hardy-Sobolev type inequalities). Let us assume that s satisfies the relations 0 Ä s Ä 2 < k C .˛C 1/ l Ä Q, and put
Then there exists a positive constant C .s;˛; k; l/ such that for every u 2
where
We prove first a lemma, which gives a representation formula of functions only depending on vector fields .Z 1 ; : : : ; Z nCm / and dilation of L˛. It establishes the connection between the function u and its generalized gradient r L u. 
Therefore, we obtain
as required.
Proof of Theorem 1. We need only to consider the cases where u 0 and u 2 C where
we obtain from (2.1) that
Now we consider the cases 1 Ä s Ä 2 and 0 < s < 1, respectively.
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Case 1: 1 Ä s Ä 2. If 1 < s < 2, then (2.6), (2.9) and Hölder's inequality yield
By the Sobolev type inequality (1.3) we have
For s D 1, relation (2.10) leads one to 
namely,
Case 2: 0 < s < 1. Using
and (2.12), we have
and the proof is complete.
HARDY TYPE INEQUALITIES ON BOUNDED DOMAINS
In this section, let˝ R nCm denote any bounded domain, .x; y/ D .´1;´2/ 2˝, in (3.1) is sharp.
where c k;l;p D kC.˛C1/l p p .
In order to prove our results, we will use the following statement in [3] .
The following proposition is also useful. For a similar description in the Euclidean space see [9] .
Proof. Set ' 2 C 1 0 .R nCm / to be a nonnegative radial function and satisfy
This completes the proof.
Proof of Theorem 2. Without loss of generality, we shall consider a smooth function u 2 C 1 0 .˝/. The general case will follow by the density argument. For > 0, define
A simple computation shows that
and
2 Cs 2 ; s 0, it is easy to see that
for every > 0 and s 0.
) and obtain
By r < r and (3.9) the right-hand side of (3.10) can be estimated as follows:
Therefore, following the assumptions k C .˛C 1/ l > ˇ p and k >˛p ˇ, and applying the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem to (3.10), we have
This shows the claim of (3. is sharp. The approach here comes from that in [9] .
Let C .˝/ be the best constant in (3.1), that is . We shall prove the equality sign holds. 
where p > 1; 0 < < 1: Therefore, we find 
